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Cotemar: Socially Responsible Company for 12 consecutive years  
 

February 28th of 2024. 
 
Mexico City, Mexico.- For 12 consecutive years, Grupo Cotemar has obtained the ESR (Socially 
Responsible Company) Distinction, recognizing the company's voluntary commitment to 
integrating a sustainable vision into its business strategy through social responsibility, promoting 
a culture of sustainability, governance and environmental protection, as well as innovation and 
respect for the rights of its collaborators, in view of its stakeholders.  
 
 
The ESR Distinction is a recognition referenced to national legislation and international 
regulations, granted each year by Centro Mexicano para la Filantropía (Cemefi)1, which is the 
result of a systemic process that measures and compares the level of development of Social 
Responsibility good practices from companies with indicators in social and environmental fields, 
as well as ethics and business governance. 
 
 
At Grupo Cotemar, we are committed to Mexico's strengthening, innovation, and development. 
For this reason, we recognize and thank our collaborators, in all areas, for 12 years of maintaining 
the ESR Distinction in force, which is an icon of value for the companies that obtain it and that 
highlights the promotion of good practices and compliance with established standards that 
integrate each of our projects, positively impacting the development of the communities in which 
we operate.  
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
About Cotemar, S.A. de C.V. 
 
EXPERIENCE, EFFICIENCY, PASSION AND SOCIAL EMPATHY DEFINE US 
 
We are a 100% Mexican company founded in 1979 that provides comprehensive solutions for offshore exploration and production (E&P), from 
operational support to offshore design and construction projects. 
Our experience and infrastructure, unique in the Gulf of Mexico, positions us as the best option, collaborating with our clients and helping them 
overcome their challenges, maximizing the return on investment.  
Driven by our culture of collaboration and turning challenges into great opportunities. We execute projects safely, efficient ly and on time, our 
more than 43 years of experience support us. One stop to get it done and done right.  
 
Visit our new website: www.cotemar.com.mx Social media: https://www.facebook.com/COTEMAR.Oficial/ / https://twitter.com/CotemarOficial 
/ https://www.linkedin.com/company/cotemar / https://vimeo.com/user52605752  

 

Contact: Israel Ramón Estrada Vidal irestradav@cotemar.com.mx / Cell phone 938-124-7926. 

 
1 Mexican Center for Philanthropy 
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